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Good afternoon and thanks for the privilege to open your 37th annual symposium and once
again for being allowed to be your token non-lawyer in attendance.
Everything I’ll be talking about today comes from publicly available sources and my own
reporting and analysis, and a bit of proprietary data courtesy of TiVo. Of course, whatever I say
does not reflect the positions of my clients or work I’ve done for them. I’ve said this each year,
and each year it becomes more important… I
know that many of you know many parts of this
industry much better than I do, so please
consider what I have to say as a broad over view
of the industry, rather than from someone
intimately involved in individual areas as you
may be.
So here’s today’s rundown: We’ll start with a
Status Report on the industry and some good
news on piracy. Last year we talked about
trends in “Big Data”, and I’ll show you how DVR
skip data may give early indications about the success of movies. We’ll also look at work on
second screens by Warner and demos by CBS. We’ll spend time on our maturing industry and
fragmentation in the US which is causing increased focus outside the US. And we’ll close with a
look at the cablevision/Viacom dispute over
the bundle…or maybe just buyer’s remorse.
.
Part 1: Status Report.
Let’s all get on the same page…and I’ll start
with advertising, TV, mobile, and end up with
features.
Advertising this past year was up around
2.5%, still a slow recovery, but a recovery
none the less. And just a reminder that as
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the country enmeshes itself in
discussions of debt and
occasionally inflation worries
crop up, back there in the 70s
and 80s where inflation was
running up in the teens,
advertising did truly great, up
18% in some years. And then
there were the repeated
recessions and retrenchments of
the past 20 years. So between the
two, we may not be seeing
optimal growth…but we should
take what we can get with
gratitude.
Cable industry isn’t doing that great subscriber wise, down 4% in the year ending last fall
according to Nielsen. Telcos video service was up in the teens, and satellite stable. Overall,
multichannel subscribers declined by about 3 million and V households dropped by 1.2 million.
And as I was writing this last weekend, a friend ran across this factoid from PEW buried in
Sunday’s times: 1.2 million…I love coincidences like this…1.2 million more 25-34 year olds lived
with their parents in 2011 than four years before. Wow.
So much for cord cutting as being the principle reason for the decline. In fact, there hasn’t
been any massive increase in online video usage, again according to Nielsen.
Here you see extracts of data about the 30 million people who stream the most, and the 91
million that don’t stream at all. While streaming use of 24 minutes a day by that 30 million
could be seen as huge, the most important thing here is that they still watch ten times more
television than they stream video, AND, according to Nielsen, they actually watch a minute
more TV than the people who don’t stream at all. No cannibalization. In fact, you might argue
that the heaviest streamers are also heavy TV
viewers.
But they aren’t THE heaviest TV viewers by
any means. In the “get a live, already”
category are some 47 million folks who watch
more than 600 minutes a day. More than ten
hours. But when you compare then with the
1.4 million streamers who don’t watch any
TV at all, the Nielsen data shows that the
average video consumption of the nonviewers is 5.3 minutes of streaming video a
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day, and those really heavy TV
watchers stream 3.1 minutes.
While we’re looking at streaming, here
a couple of charts based a million TiVo
homes that are anonymously tracked
on a second by second basis. On the
left you can see that on these TiVo
DVRs, more than half the average
viewing is delayed, in red, about 38% is
viewing of live transmissions, and ten
percent of the viewing is broadband
over-the-top using the TiVo broadband
viewing feature for things like Netflix
and YouTube. But the story changes a whole lot when just the users of the broadband service
are examined. Of those people who DO watch web video over-the-top on their TiVo devices,
35% of their total consumption is by way of broadband, very close now to the 37% delayed
viewing of shows recorded on the DVR, and 28% live viewing. I have said at these sessions
before that I thought that as choice grew, consumers would find on demand viewing from their
DVRs and on demand viewing from the web to be basically interchangeable. And that seem to
be beginning to happen here.
While we’re talking about broadband, there was one interesting development at this year’s
generally boring Consumer Electronics Show in January, and it could significantly improve either
the speed at which we download video by the web…or the quality of the video. Samsung
showed working technology which will probably become the new MPEG 5 video
standard…important because it gives you the same quality with half the bits—lower cost-- or
double the quality with the same number of bits…and that means more capacity and or more
quality for our streaming movies over the next few years…..not only on our TVs and computers,
but also on our pads and mobile phones.
Speaking of mobiles, lets shift to our
cell phones for the next few slides.
These devices are truly becoming the
Swiss Army Knives of communications.
The PEW Internet in American Life
project tells us that about 80% of us
use our mobiles to take pictures and
sending text messages, and about half
of us access the web, read email,
record video with our phones.
Somewhere less than a third do health
and banking things.
But …Its beginning to look like the
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growth is over for cell phone penetration in the US, now flat at 322 million, or 101% of the
population.
But while penetration has flattened, increasingly we are getting rid of our land lines. In just the
last year, the number of households WITHOUT wire line phones has jumped nine percentage
points to 36% from 27% in just the last year, according to the CTIA Cellular trade group. A very
easy way to cut household costs.
If we cross the data from CTIA and from Nielsen, we find that about 17% of the US cell users, or
around 47 million, have more than one mobile phone. I don’t know about you, but I’m
increasingly talking with someone on their mobile and they ask me to hang on while they
answer their other mobile. And that used to be a joke.
That 17% number actually provides a growth prospect for the U.S. cellular industry. Nielsen
tells us that half the mobile users in Russia and Brazil have two or more phones, about a third in
China and Italy, while the US, Australia, South Korea, the UK and India are all between 10 and
20% multi phone penetration.
Lets shift to features, and the picture is more optimistic than it has been since I’ve been doing
these presentations. Domestic Box Office and Attendance were both up 6% in 2012.
Interestingly, ticket prices dropped marginally, by three tenths of a percent….something that
hasn’t happened before in the 20 years that I went back to check. What that says, I think, is
that we’re through the premium hype around 3D and IMAX, and consumers want to pay for just
movies, and with ticket prices stable, attendance climbed last year. And a lot of good movies
helped.
There’s similar good news in the home video area, where the results last year were flat. Given
where we’ve been, flat is an absolute triumph.
Expanding that slide,
we see that climbing
consumer spending on
digital distribution is
now where the
declining VCR
spending was in the
early 2000s.
All consumer spending
on electronic
distribution now
accounts for 28% of
total home video
spending, up 50% from
a year ago, according
to the industry’s
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Digital Entertainment Group. Physical
revenues continue to decline, but there
is now about a dollar for dollar offset of
more digital for less physical.
And that’s primarily due to Subscription
Streaming, which the Digital
Entertainment Group began to include in
its annual report last year. Subscription
Streaming, aka Netflix, more than
doubled. Cable and Web Video on
Demand climbed 6% in consumer
spending—not including advertising
revenues. And Electronic Sell Through—
EST—was up by almost half from its small base. Overall, electronic distribution is now a $5
billion industry—and to put it in context,
that’s about half domestic box office.
So here’s the combo chart I show you each
year, and this time there’s a total
improvement of the combination of Box
office and home video. It is not huge, and we
are still at 2002 levels, but it’s the first
improvement in eight years.
And things are off to a good start this year,
as well. As of this morning, ERC Box Office
numbers were up another 6% for both
revenue and attendance.
Things are good in the US, but even
better internationally, which is now
carrying box office. I was curious as to
how much, so I pulled out data on 377
studio releases in 2012 from Box Office
Mojo, and when I added them up it
turned out that 60% of the revenues
came from release of those movies
internationally, and only 40% domestic.
That was pretty dramatic, so I was
curious how that had changed over the
decade, and went back to 2002 where
the ratio of some 304 studio releases
was 52% domestic box office to 48%
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international.
Part II. Protection
Let’s talk about various approaches to protection for a moment. That’s copy protection. For
the past couple of years I’ve noted
that the industry’s DLNA effort called
Ultraviolet had found itself in a
pretty ratty trailer in the parking lot
of CES. Awfully tacky for something
that your companies—at least some
of them—thought was so important.
Well things changed at this year’s
CES. Ultraviolet was right there in
your face at the entrance to the main
exhibition hall.
And while it may not be a sign of
success, at least it was a sign of
improved marketing.
Unlike in the past, some new technology advances are now including new copy protection. Big
change. For example at CES, Sony
showed the ability to easily move
copy protected video from the
phone to the TV if allowed and not,
if not….something that no doubt
will become table stakes in the
next couple of years.
I know this whole copy protection
and piracy thing must have seemed
like a long, lonely road for the
industry. Sometimes you probably
felt you were alone in the middle
of Death Valley. Sometimes you
come up with compromises like
the new “six strikes and we’ll slow
you down” approach to pirates that you’ve cut with the carriers. And sometimes even in the
darkest times you find islands of hope in truly bizarre places...
One example….In the case of DVDs where you used to find pirated copies absolutely
everywhere around the globe…
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You clearly called for help…And that help came…And it was good and effective help. (007 on
motorcycle in Istanbul from Skyfall)…Because if you go to the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul
today…You find counterfeit purse…After purse…After counterefeit purse. Whole shelves of
counterfeit purses. If you dare to go into the back alleys around the bazaar, whole back rooms
of counterfeit purses.

But if you look everywhere…Absolutely
everywhere in the Grand Bazaar in
Istanbul…You won’t find…You won’t find even
one pirated DVD.So.,..Thank you 007.

Part 2. Big Data and the Movies
Back to work. Last year we talked about big
data, now the catch phrase for about anything
that applies consumer data to business
decisions, and particularly data from multiple
sources which is crossed to help understand
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how consumers WILL act. With this
Symposium’s focus on deals, the application
of emerging forms of big data is increasingly
important to business and deal strategy.
Let me give you a very early stage example of
how crossing of data from two sources
might, if perfected, provide an interesting
predictive tool for box office. In the past,
we’ve talked about high commercial skip
rates when people watch shows on DVRs,
and we’ve also talked about how movie
trailers seem to have a generally lower skip
rate than other types of commercials. For example, trailers are skipped an average of between
12 and 17% of the time on DVR units, while the average for all commercials is around 50% on
DVR units.
Well, the people at TiVo Research and Analytics have been experimenting with that trailer skip
data, and crossing it with opening weekend box office performance, with some very interesting,
but very early indications. Seems that in many cases, the highest fast forward rates of the
commercials that run for the movie’s opening often seem to indicate worse box office
performance, at least on the opening weekend.
Basically, skip rates above 20% suggest poorer performance, and lower skip rates below 12%--in other words people are watching the spots more—indicate more interest and higher opening
weekend box.
A couple of examples….
Men in Black 3 and Hunger Games had a skip rates of less than 12%. Clearly big hits on opening
weekend and beyond.
Conversely, I Don’t Know How She Does It, Guilt Trip, and What’s Your Number were skipped
18-23% of the time…and bombed opening weekend at $5 million or less..
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Then there was Battleship, which had an OK $25million opening weekend and had a skip rate of
only 7.6%. Clearly the TV spot kept people’s interest…but once people saw it, word of mouth
killed it. It ended up with $65 million domestic gross. Another anomaly was Life of Pi, which
had a high skip rate for its very high concept spots, but grew to become a big film.
By the way, the work suggests that there is a real potential for overkill on spots. Diminishing
returns seem to begin after 300 airings of a spot. If it’s a going to be a dog, running more TV
spots won’t help---it just increases the skip rate. Look at that great film, New Year’s Eve, as an
example…spots aired a huge 707 times, and it opened with $13 million.
As I said, this is still very early work, so I sure wouldn’t think about running a spot on Tuesday
night, then checking the skip rate, and if its high decide to open the movie just wide enough to
meet premium TV qualifications at, like, 10am on Friday morning, and then close it right away.
Not quite yet.
Part 4. New Takes on Data
Second screens are the topic of lots of
discussion these days, and the folks at
Time Warner Research have been
doing a lot of eye tracking to see what
happens when people get bored with
what’s on TV. Seems that instead of
going to the bathroom or changing
channels, people with second screens
remain locked in their seats, and chat
with others on their second screens
until the show gets interesting again.
Working with Conan and TMZ episodes
and about 130 millennial aged viewers,
they discovered that those viewers on
second screens who were watching with distant friends and communicating by social networks
were 1.3 times more likely to stay engaged in the show…and presumably the
commercials…than those watching alone.
The research also showed that the brands associated with providing the social experience came
out with brand perceptions a third higher than with the loners who watched TV the old
fashioned way.
Of course this type of work raises all kinds of questions about the type of content on the second
screen, whether it is related at all, is synchronous with the video content, and if so do
commercials go on both at the same time—probably a fast way to lose audiences on both
screens--, or whether the content is synched and checker boarded so that the TV show content
intentionally bridges the commercials Of course, all this raises questions of who produces the
second screen content—the show producers, the network, a third party-- and jurisdictions, if
any.
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Switching from Millennials to those
of a certain age, and another place
where new data is changing the
industry. Or actually, the way we
look at some data itself is changing
perceptions. Our friend David
Poltrak at CBS has spent decades
finding new, sometimes obscure, and
often very imaginative data points to
reinforce his company’s position or
even lead it. I think it was fair to say
that David was the first to press for
an emphasis of the 25-54 demo,
which CBS has captured so
effectively. Now David is riding the
baby boom, and looking at increased efficiency for advertisers in the 35-64 group. If that holds,
it is good news for those of you who represent actors of a certain age. And if this trend
continues, one day one company will capture the biggest demo of them all. RIP.

Part 5: Global Deals & Our Maturing U.S. Market
I’d like to switch to global TV deals for just a moment. As the US market matures and
fragments, many companies have increased their international efforts, either by selling their
content, or vertically integrating and owning networks and other content platforms using their
owned content on those owned-outlets around the world. It is not unlike the O&O system
we’ve had in the U.S. since radio days. I’ve been thinking about a matrix to show how content
and distribution may mesh…or not.
Let’s start with network platforms in two types of countries. Countries one and two have
networks based on ad growth. While they may get subscriber fees, the networks and countries
have populations and distribution sufficient to support significant advertising. Countries and
networks 3 and 4 are subscriber fee based services. The countries may not be big enough to
support a lot of advertising, or the network too small. The approaches to content are very
different. 1 and 2 need to air shows that grow audience so they can grow their ad revenues,
while 3 and 4 need to get the networks renewed by the cable or satellite distributors, and for
content that means spending to provide a motivation for that renewal…but not wasting money
chasing audience and advertising that isn’t there.
OK, how does this translate to shows. Our first show is a really popular show that is locally
produced. Big and growing audience, big ad sales, but very much geared to the culture of its
own country.
Our second show is something like a CBS procedural. A genre popular nearly everywhere,
produced by big studios.
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The third show is locally produced, but from a popular global format. And the forth is a
universally popular global topic, let’s say nature.
Now let’s mesh them, and we see that they don’t all mesh. Show 1 is really popular in country
1, where it was produced, but doesn’t translate to either ad based or subscriber based services
in other countries. Nobody cares outside the home country. Our second show, the Moonves
procedural, works well just about everywhere, but it will be worth more to CBS in the ad-based
countries and networks and worth much less where subscriber fees are predominant.
Show three is the global format show, which is produced locally--more likely in an ad based
market. However, it can still be aired in subscriber based markets. But this particular
production probably won’t air in another ad based market, which would probably elect to
produce the format locally.
And the final show option is a global subject produced in one place, but of universal
interest…like nature, for example. Like the CBS procedural, the one production is popular
nearly everywhere. Unlike the CBS procedural, it doesn’t have to be produced in one of the
world’s main production centers, but can air everywhere.
Now let’s take a quick look at two successful economic models that go way beyond local
content. The first leverages a globally-released production like a CBS procedural and licenses it
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everywhere, to any network, for more or less depending on whether it is an ad based or
subscriber fee based market. CBS gets the cash, but no equity in the networks that show helps
build.
The second is the power of global ownership of network platforms, where both global topics
and local productions of global formats can be leveraged outside the producing market and
grow the equity value of all the networks owned by the O&O company. There is particular
value in taking successful local shows of broader interest from ad-based markets and airing
them in subscriber fee based markets where ratings don’t necessarily count.
In both cases, the companies involved, like CBS, Disney, Discovery, and Warner Bros., are
taking advantage of multi-country distribution, while those that don’t have that focus are left
with the mature growth in the U.S. that comes from mature services stuck in mature markets.
Of course the more global view is being fostered to great extent by maturity and fragmentation
in the US. I was trying to figure out a way to show the impact of the increase in choices to the
consumer—fragmentation—and, for starters, came up with this very macro view which crosses
data from Nielsen, a $40 plus billion national TV number from Brian Weiser at Pivitol, and a
couple of numbers that I derived. So stick with me, please.
Nielsen says there are 238 million adult viewers in the US and we watch an average of nearly
four and a half hours of TV a day, each. Estimating that we actually watch about a dozen spots
an hour, average, that’s
4.5 trillion individual spots
viewed individual viewers
a year. At a $9 CPM or
9/10ths of a cent revenue
per viewed spot, that
roughly works out pretty
close to Weiser’s $40
estimate for national TV
revenues, net.
OK…now hang in with me
here. If there were only
ten networks, that works
out to about $4 billion
average revenue per
network—pretty close to the revenue of the majors today. Across 16 hours a day of
programming, about $70,000 per hour in available revenue for operating costs, including what
they can pay for programming and profit before subscriber fees and retrans payments.
But now as you fragment and add networks, you see how the averages come down. For 50
nets the average revenue drops to $800million and $14 thousand per hour. At 100 nets its
$400 million or $7,000 per hour. For 200 nets it drops to an average of $200 million and only
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$3500 per hour of content and operations. And if we go back and recall John Malone’s concept
of 500 networks…the average would drop to about $1400 per hour for content.
So something truly has to give here. Big nets must keep investing more and more to maintain
their position, while the smaller nets keep trying to chip away and look for more effective
content at very low costs. And this is before VOD.
Now a more precise example of fragmentation comes from Todd Junger, the Bernstein Media
Analyst, who has been watching the decline in kids viewing of networks like Nick in homes with
Subscription VOD…aka Netflix. Todd points out that companies love to talk about the cash
they’re getting from Netflix, but that has to be weighed against ratings and ad revenue declines
from cannibalization. Its worst in kids nets, he says.
That said, having back episodes available from Netflix has helped the dramas, particularly the
various walking dead creatures on AMC.
Part 6: Buyer’s Remorse
Finally, as we move into the responsive reading phase of the presentation… the increase in
networks combined with audience fragmentation has produced a distribution deal that
somebody really hates. You may have noticed that Cablevision is suing Viacom in an attempt to
annul a year end deal to carry Viacom networks—including 14 nets that Cablevision calls quote,
“lesser” ---so lesser that you
probably haven’t heard of
some of them. Anti-trust,
Cablevision says, contending
that it shouldn’t have to buy
Viacom’s lesser networks in
order to get the better ones.
Viacom says it’s really just
trying to help the distributors
by giving big volume discounts
for buying secondary and
tertiary nets…and claims the
courts have upheld the
practice…and Cablevision is just
trying to renegotiate a deal it
woke up one day and decided it
didn’t like. Buyer’s remorse.
And just this morning, Multichannel News reported that Cablevision had told the court in its
filings that Viacom wanted a –and the number was redacted—billion to carry just the must
have nets. Of course that redacted number could have been ten, one, or zero point 1 billions,
we don’t know. For its part, Viacom said the number—whatever it was—was inflated.
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Of course, breaking up the bundle is a stepping stone to a la carte, or individual network sales,
and that, in turn, could have significant impact on both the distribution of networks, sub fee
payments, advertising, what’s available to pay for content, and the overall economics of the
industry. It is worst for sports networks which have seen sub fee increases of 10 to 30% per
year over the past four years while entertainment nets have gone up in the 4 to 10% range,
according to SNL Kagan as reported by Multichannel News. And if you divide the actual sub
fees paid by the cable distributors by the number of people who actually watch a given sports
networks…the cost per viewer, Kagan says, is in the $5000 to 7000 range per viewer, with ESPN
at the high end.
So you’ve got to wonder if Cablevision is betting that Viacom will settle because it doesn’t want
to risk loss of the bundle, or open up the a la carte discussion…or that other network
companies will come in to urge Viacom to settle? Or all of the above?
What’s getting set up here is a fight to the death…the death of many lesser networks if the
bundle is broken due to anti-trust or political reasons.
And who wins in a fight like that? Certainly not the network companies because whoever wins,
the whole case just raises the profile of the bundle and the a la carte issue. As for the
consumer, it’s a debate over trading choice for price. And if Cablevision wins, the cable
distributors might not pay as much, and could free up more space for broadband by eliminating
some networks.

But however the court case comes out, there is absolutely no doubt that one group most
certainly wins here….and why should this year be any different from all the others…the one
group that most certainly wins…and let’s say it all together now…that group is…
THE LAWYERS.
Thank you very much.
TW 3/8/13 Edited for the Web
Wolzien LLC has provided strategic services to leaders of organizations in the media and
communications field since 2005. Details at www.wolzien.com. Contact wolzien@wolzien.com.
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